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Abbreviations: education-related acronyms, initializations, and, 468–469; ELA (English language arts), 43; ELLs (English language learners), 43; list of acronyms and initializations, 429–430, 468–469; spelling of common, 389–392
ABC Games website, 570
ABC Teach website, 570
ABCya—Kindergarten website, 570
Abstract metaphor, 341
Academic language: Academic Word List (AWL), 206; characteristics of, 206; geography vocabulary, 240–248; High-Utility Academic Words lists of, 207–212; math vocabulary, 213–223; measurement systems, 224–229; reading math symbols, 231–232; Roman numerals, 230; science vocabulary, 249–255; social studies vocabulary, 233–239; Vocabulary for the Common Core (VCC) on, 206. See also Languages
Academic Word List (AWL), 206. See also High-Utility Academic Words lists
Accented, 339
Accommodations (for students with disabilities), 504
Accurate word recognition, 44, 346
Achievement: assessment of students’, 504; exemplars that demonstrate, 504
Achievement tests, 504
Acknowledgment (book), 260
Acronyms: commonly used in writing, 429–430; list of education-related, 468–469; memory technique using acrostics or, 511
Acrostics memory technique, 511
Act (play), 339
Action and determination proverbs, 310–311
Active response exercises: benefits of active engagement and practice using, 3, 33; description of, 33; procedures used for, 33; Yes-No Response Cards for, 33–35. See also Practice exercise tips
Active study technique, 510
Adaptive assessment tasks, 504
Adjective suffixes: derivational, 153–154; inflectional, 150
Adjectives: article form of, 361; definition of, 361
Advanced anagrams, 551
Advantage and disadvantage structure, 323
Adverb suffixes, 154
Adverbs: definition of, 361; he said/she said dialogue using vocal verbs and, 415–416
Advertising competition assignment, 287
Affixes: definition of, 41; morphology study of combining roots and, 46, 119, 140. See also Prefixes; Suffixes
Afflerbach, P., 500
African words, 191
After-reading. See BDA comprehension strategies
Afterword, 260
Age and disability terms, 427–428
Age-based scores, 504
Age differences: speech sound development by, 8; typical literacy development by, 4–7
Allegory, 339
Allington, R., 258
Alliteration, 339
Alliteration memory technique, 511
Allusion, 339
Almanac websites, 612
Almasi, J., 300
Alpert, J., 603
Alphabet Action website, 570
Alphabet Activities—Preschool website, 570
Alphabet letter frequency, 569
Alphabet Preschool Activities and Crafts website, 570
Alphabet Recognition Games website, 570
Alphabet website resources, 570
Alphabet Writing Sheets website, 570
Alphabetic principle, 41
Alphabets: American Manual Alphabet, 568, 574; American Sign Language, 568, 575; ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, 572; Braille, 568, 576; comparing Hebrew, Greek, and Arabic, 571; definition of, 568; D’Nealian cursive, 37; D’Nealian manuscript, 37; early Native American symbols as pictogram form of, 568, 573; history and legacy of early historic, 568; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), 8; letter frequency of specific letters of the, 569; origin of the term, 570; pangram sentence using all letters in the, 47; Radio Voice Alphabet, 568, 577; Spanish phonics and, 483–485; websites on, 570; Zaner-Bloser cursive, 36; Zaner-Bloser manuscript, 36. See also Letters; Symbols
AlphaBites website, 570
American Educational Research Association (AERA), 464
American Library Association, 284, 464, 599
American Library Association–Association of Library Services for Children, 284
American Library Association–Young Adult Library Services Association, 284
American Manual Alphabet, 568, 574
American School for the Deaf (Connecticut, early 1800s), 575
American Sign Language (ASL), 568, 575
Anachronism, 339
Anadiplosis, 339
Analogies: common types and examples of, 520–521; definition and teaching use of, 520
Analysis, 339
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, 572
Anderson, R. C., 206
Andrade, H. L., 394
Animal metaphor, 341
Animal proverbs, 312–313
Animistic metaphor, 341
Antagonist, 339
Antithesis, 339
Antonyms: analogies and examples of, 520; definition of, 41, 165; list of common, 165–167
Apophasis, 339
Apostrophes, 373
Appearances proverbs, 312
Appendix, 260
Apples, Peaches, Pears and Plums (jump rope rhyme), 536
Arabic language: comparing alphabets of Hebrew, Greek, and, 571; English words borrowed from the, 191; numerals of the, 230
Arabic numerals, 230
Argument/opinion writing: checklist for elementary level, 421; rubrics for elementary level, 527–528
Armento, B., 472
Arthur, L., 602
Article (adjective), 361
Artwork (book), 260
Aside (short speech/explanation), 339
Assessment: authentic, 41, 504; content validity of, 504; context-dependent task of, 504; criterion-referenced, 504; definition of, 504; diagnostic, 504; formative, 505; frequency distribution of, 505; Fry Readability Graph, 290; inter-rater reliability of, 505; research findings on reading instruction role of, 500; running record, 48; summative, 506; terminology related to, 504–506. See also Evaluation; Grading; Tests
Assessment items: analysis of, 505; distractors in multiple choice, 504; extended response, 505
Assessment methods: checklists, 503; cloze procedure technique, 518–519; dictations, 502; fluency lists, 503; formative, 505; performance, 505; portfolios, 40, 44, 503–505; reading logs, 592; retellings, 502; rubrics, 502, 505, 522–530; running records, 48, 502; summative, 506
Association, 41
Association for Childhood Education International (ACEI), 464
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD), 465
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), 584
Assonance, 339
At-home reading, 352
Aptitude tests, 504
Atlas, definition of, 41
Audio recordings, listening level of, 46
Auditory acuity, 41
Auditory discrimination, 41
Australian words, 191
Authentic assessment, 41, 504
Authors: definition of book, 260; purpose of, 339; tone and mood words used by, 330–332
Author's purpose, 339
Automaticity, 41
Auxiliary verbs, 363
Award-winning children's books: Coretta Scott King Awards, 271–272; John Newbery Medal Winners, 271, 285; The Pura Belpré Award Winners, 273; Randolph Caldecott Medal Winners, 270, 284
A–Z Teacher Stuff website, 570

B
Ballad, 339
Bandwagon technique, 338
Basal readers, 41
BDA (before and after): comprehension strategies using, 302–304; definition of, 42; playing with your child, 40
BDA comprehension strategies: after-reading, 303; before-reading, 302; during-reading, 303
Beck, I., 568
Beck, I. L., 206
Before-reading. See BDA comprehension strategies
Behavior checklist, 504
Benjamin Franklin Went to France (jump rope rhyme), 537
Best work portfolio, 42, 503, 504
Bias (test), 504
Bibliography (book), 260
Binding (book), 260
Biography, 339
Birdie, Birdie in the Sky (jump rope rhyme), 535
Blachowicz, C., 258, 532
Blended words (or portmanteau), 173–174
Blending: definition of, 42; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; phonics as foundation of, 52; suggested phonics teaching order on, 53–54; syllables, 20. See also Constant blends
Blurb (book), 260
Body/kinesthetic activities, 457
Book conferences, 287
Book fairs, 287
Book list resources: award-winning children's books, 270–273, 284, 285; book interest arousers, 287; booklist collections, 284–286; books for reluctant readers, 278–280; books for word play, 274–275; children's all-time favorite books, 276–277, 285; for ELA and subject area literacy, 293–297; new and old favorites to read aloud, 265–269; predictable, 14–15; rhyming, 11–13; sound-awareness, 9–10; wordless picture books, 16–18. See also Books; Resources
Book references: citation skills for using, 588–589; citations or, 261
Book-related class activities, 287
Book stations, 287
Book talks/sales pitch assignment, 287
Book words: definition of, 42; list of book parts, 260–261
Booklist collections, 284–286
Book–movie comparison assignment, 287
Bookplate, 260
Books: atlas, 41; basal readers, 41; decodable text, 42; dictionary, 43, 206–207, 261; genres and text types, 261–264; integrating in content subjects, 287; listening level of, 46; at student’s independent level, 44; at student’s instructional level, 45; text of, 261–264; textbook series, 206–207; websites for children’s literature, 608–609. See also Book list resources; Novels
Bookstore story times, 39
Borrowed words (loanwords): calendar words, 193; definition of, 191; list of common, 192–193
Boys’ names list: most popular (1900–1909), 546; most popular (2000–2009), 545; post popular now, 545
Braille alphabet, 568, 576
Braille, Louis, 576
Breve, 42
Bromley, K., 394
Brookhart, S., 500
Brooks, M., 532
Brooks M., 94
Bullet punctuation, 375

C
Caldecott Medal and Honor Books, 284
Caldecott Medal Winners, 270, 284
Calendar words, 193
Calkins, L., 394
Cambridge University, 559
Canadian province capitals, 248
“Candidate for a Pullet Surprise” (author unknown), 557
Capitalization guidelines, 371
Capretz, K., 394
Card stacking technique, 338
Cast of characters, 339
Cattell, J. McKeen, 559
Causal language register, 336
Causal relations: comprehension and questions about, 308; organizational structure of, 323
Cause and effect: analogies and examples of, 520; definition of, 339; as organizational structure, 323
Cause-and-effect or fishbone diagram, 319
Caution proverbs, 311
The Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition (CARLA), 465
Center for Children’s Books, 284
Center for the Improvement of Early Reading Achievement (CIERA), 464
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Character traits: comprehension through, 325–329; elementary, 326; intermediate and advanced, 326–329; primary, 325–326
Characterization, 339
Characters: case of, 339; comprehension through traits of, 325–329; conflict and rising action faced by, 340; definition of, 339; motive of, 341; point of view by, 333; soliloquy given by, 342
Chart book reading, 287
Checklists: assessment using, 503; behavior, 504; explanatory writing, 419, 422; for grading writing assignments, 417–422; informational writing, 419, 422; narrative writing, 417, 420; opinion writing, 418, 421; study skills, 508–509
Chiasmus, 339
Child development: of reading and literacy foundations in, 2–3; typical literacy development by age group, 4–7. See also Students
Children’s all-time favorite books, 276–277, 285
Children’s Books Guide, 284
Children’s Literature Web Guide, 284
Chin, B., 358
Chinese language: English sounds not used in, 481; English words borrowed from the, 191
Cho, B. Y., 500, 584
Chronological order: definition of, 339; as organizational structure, 322
Chunking information, 510
Cinderella (jump rope rhyme), 535
Circular stories: description of, 14; If You Give a Moose a Muffin (Numeroff) example of a, 14
Citations: book references or, 261; citation skills for using, 588–589
Classroom book interest arousers, 287
Classrooms: assessment methods used in, 502–503; classroom book interest arousers, 287; vocabulary for ELLs in school and, 477–479
Cliché, 340
Climax: definition of story, 340; falling action resulting from, 340; solution or, 342
Clipped words, 175
Closed compound words, 126–127
Closed syllables: definition of, 42; phonics example words on, 61, 64, 67, 69, 75
Cloze procedure technique, 518–519
Codling, R., 500
Collaborative learning projects, 448–449
Collective nouns, 122–123
College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA), 464
Collocations: definition of, 132; examples of several common, 132
Colon punctuation, 374
Color words, 406
Come to Tea (jump rope rhyme), 534
Comma punctuation, 374
Common Core State Standards for ELA: on ability to communicate clearly, 358; on ability to recognize language’s “special effects”, 532; on determining the meaning of words and phrases for informational text, 304; on domain-specific words, 206; exemplar
Common Core State Standards for ELA: on ability to communicate clearly, texts for ELA and subject area literacy under, 293–297; expectations for reading applications to different content areas, 500; expectations for accurate spelling under, 378; expectations for comprehension of a narrative text under, 300; expectations for information literacy, 584; expectations for writing by first graders, 410; fluency expectations of the, 344; reading block schedule recommendations by, 452. See also English language arts (ELA)

Common nouns, 361

Compare-and-contrast matrix, 318

Comparison: of American and British English words, 196–197; comprehension questions related to, 308; definition of, 340; organizational structure of contrast and, 322–323; simile used for, 49; statement used for, 42

Comparison statement, 42

Composition sharing activity, 353

Compound words: closed, 126–127; definition of, 42; hyphenated, 128; open, 128

Comprehension: BDA comprehension strategies for, 302–303; CCSSO expectations for narrative text, 300; character traits used for, 325–329; context clues and word meaning, 304–305; graphic organizers used to aid, 316–320; language registers and, 335–337; literary terms related to, 339–342; paragraph and text organization and, 322–324; persuasive techniques and, 338; point of view and, 47, 307, 333–334; problem-solving guide for, 321; proverbs used as prompts for, 310–315; questions used for, 307–308; running record assessment of, 48; strategies to repair, 48; syntax and, 50, 306; tone and mood words used for, 330–332.

See also Meanings

Comprehension questions: question starters for discussions, 309; types and examples of, 307–308

Comprehensive core reading program (CCRP), 452

Conclusions, 340

Confidence interval, 504

Conflict: definition of, 340; rising action leading to story, 342

Conjugating verbs: common verb tenses, 364–366; description of, 363

Conjunctions, 361

Connotative words, 42, 340

Consonant digraphs: correspondence of, 60; phonics example words on, 63, 69, 74; sounds and spellings, 55

Consonant sounds: digraph correspondences, 60; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; minimal pairs that differ in, 23–26; phonics example words on, 63–68, 71, 72, 74, 76, 77; sound-awareness books on, 9; spellings and, 55–56; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53–54; syllable, 8, 49. See also Phonograms (or rimes); Sounds

Consonants: definition of, 42; minimal pairs, 23–26; onset substitution of, 20; phonemic awareness of, 20; phonogram pattern of vowel followed by final, 47; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53–54; syllabication rules for, 90–91; voiced, 50; voiceless, 50

Constant blends: International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; phonics example words on, 63, 64, 66, 71–75; sounds and spellings, 56. See also Blending

Consultative language register, 336

Content literacy: CCSSO expectations on reading applications to different areas of, 500; definition of, 206; exemplar texts for ELA and subject area, 293–297; geography vocabulary lists for, 240–248; High-Utility Academic Words lists for, 206, 208–212; integrating books in content subjects, 287; math vocabulary lists for, 213–223; metric and customary equivalents and conversion lists, 228–229; Metric System of Measurement (SI) for, 226–227; reading math symbols for, 231–232; Roman numerals for, 230; science vocabulary lists for, 249–255; social studies vocabulary lists, 233–239; US Customary Measurement System for, 224–225. See also Literacy

Content neutral prompt, 42

Content validity, 504

Context clues: definition of, 42; examples of word meaning through, 304–305

Context-dependent task, 504

Contractions, 372

Contrast: definition of, 340; statements of, 42

Controlled vocabulary text, 42

Copyright, 260

Coretta Scott King Awards, 271–272

Correlation coefficient, 504

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), 465

Cover (book), 260

Coxhead, A., 206

Crassas, M., 500

Criterion-referenced assessments, 504

“Cruise” (author unknown), 558

Cumulative stories: Bringing Rain to the Kapiti Plain (Aardema) example of, 14; description of, 14

Cunningham, A. E., 258

Cunningham, P., 378, 532

Curious place names, 548–549

Cursive handwriting charts: D’Nealian alphabet, 37; Zaner-Bloser alphabet, 36

Cycle diagram, 319

Czech words, 191

D

D’Anna, C., 258

Decodable text, 42

Decoding: definition of, 42; research finding on using phonics for, 52

Dedication (book), 260

Degree (intensity) analogies, 521

Denotation, 43

Denotative words, 340

Denouncement (or resolution), 340, 342

Derivation suffixes, 43, 151

Derived test score, 504

Description: definition and literary device of, 340; as organizational structure, 322
Descriptive writing: color words for, 406; sense words for, 407–409; words used for, 402–405
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system: Dewey number of the, 260; overview of the, 598–599
Dewey, John, 321
Diagnostic assessment, 504
Diagonal punctuation, 375
Dialogue: definition of, 340; vocal verbs and adverbs for he said/she said, 415–416
Dichos (Spanish proverbs), 497
Dictations assessment method, 502
Diction, 340
Dictionaries: comparing glossaries to, 206–207; definition of, 43; digital, 611; pronunciation symbols used in, 596–597; skills in using glossaries and, 594–595; thumb index of, 261; websites on specialized, 611
Different Alphabets, 571
Digest of Education Statistics report (2013), 472
Digital natives, 584
Digital resources: almanacs, encyclopedias, and other references, 612; overview of, 602; search tips and strategies, 603–604; simple search strategies, 605; virtual reference library, 611–612; websites for children's literature, 608–609; websites for reading and literacy, 606–607; websites for word lovers, 610. See also Information literacy
Digraphs: constant sounds and spellings, 55; definition of, 43; long vowel, 57, 58; phonics example words on, 61, 65, 69; phonics example words on consonant, 63, 69, 74; phonics example words on spelling, 62; short vowel, 58; sounds determined by letter position of, 60; suggested phonics teaching order on, 53; vowel sounds and spellings, 57
Diphthongs: definition of, 43; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; phonics example words on spellings of, 70. See also Vowel diphthongs
Direct causal relations, 308
Directed reading thinking activity (DRTA), 43
Disability and age terms, 427–428
Disaggregated test scores, 504
Discussion question starters, 309
Distractors (multiple choice test items), 504
D'Nealian cursive alphabet, 37
D'Nealian manuscript alphabet, 37
D'Nealian numbers, 37
Doctor, Doctor (jump rope rhyme), 535
Document interactivity, 590–591
Dominguez, M., 472
Doorag, D., 568
Double vowels: list of words with, 58; phonics example words on long, 71, 75; phonics example words on short, 71, 75
Drama: language development through, 438–439; plays, 340
Dramatic reading activity, 353
Dutch Girl (jump rope rhyme), 537
Dutch language: comparison of American and British English words, 196–197; English sounds not used in other languages, 481; forty-five sounds in American English, 52; neologisms or new words added to the, 186–190; phonically irregular words in the, 88; problem English sounds for ELLs, 482; spelling system of US, 378; words borrowed from other languages added to the, 191–193. See also Languages
Ellipsis, 375
ELLs. See English language learners (ELLs)
Em dash, 375
Emergent literacy, definition of, 43
Emordnilap words, 553
En dash, 375
Encouragement proverbs, 311
Encyclopedia websites, 612
English language: comparison of American and British English words, 196–197; English sounds not used in other languages, 481; forty-five sounds in American English, 52; neologisms or new words added to the, 186–190; phonically irregular words in the, 88; problem English sounds for ELLs, 482; spelling system of US, 378; words borrowed from other languages added to the, 191–193. See also Languages
English language arts (ELA): definition of ELA abbreviation of, 43; exemplar texts for subject area literacy and, 293–297; four traditional, 43; literacy of the six different, 46; six twenty-first century, 43. See also Common Core State Standards for ELA
English language learners (ELLs): active response exercises benefits for, 3; definition of ELL abbreviation for, 43; issues of concern in working with, 472; National Education Association policy brief (2008) on expected increase of, 472; problem English sounds for, 482; students' language background, 480; using language registers for vocabulary development of, 336–337. See also Spanish language; Students
English language learners (ELLs) teaching ideas: class and school vocabulary, 477–479; dichos (Spanish proverbs), 497; English sounds not used in other languages, 481; problem English sounds for ELLs, 482; realia and manipulatives list, 476; three hundred most frequently used words in the Spanish language, 493–496; tips for successful, 474–475; useful Spanish words and phrases for teachers, 486–492. See also Teaching ideas
Grades 1–3 students: anagrams for, 550; citation skills, 588; dictionary and glossary skills, 594–595; evaluating online resources, 586–587; foundation level of signal and transition words for, 410; geography vocabulary, 340; handwriting charts for, 36–37; high-utility academic words, 208–209; Interest Inventory–Primary for, 516; math vocabulary, 213–216; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Elementary for, 459–460; number writing chart for, 37; readability score comparisons for, 291, 292; reading punctuation marks for, 349; rubrics for informative or explanatory writing, 524; rubrics for narrative writing, 522; rubrics for opinion writing, 523; science vocabulary, 249–251; social studies vocabulary, 233.

See also Phonics instruction; Students

Grades 4–8 students: anagrams for, 550; books for reading aloud (Grades 4 to 6), 266–268; citation skills, 588–589; dictionary and glossary skills, 594–595; geography vocabulary, 241–242; help for reading punctuation marks for, 349–350; high-utility academic words (Grades 4 to 8), 210–212; Interest Inventory–Elementary/Intermediate for, 517; math vocabulary (Grades 4 to 5), 217–219; math vocabulary (Grades 6 to 8), 220–223; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Middle and High School for, 461–462; readability score comparisons for, 291, 292; reading punctuation marks for, 349–350; rubrics for informative or explanatory, 529–530; rubrics for narrative writing, 525–526; rubrics for opinion/argument writing, 527–528; science vocabulary (Grades 4 to 6), 252–255; signal and transition words used during, 410–412; social studies vocabulary (Grades 4 to 6), 234–237; sound-awareness books (Grade 2), 9–10; two studies on fourth graders’ oral reading (1995, 2002), 344. See also Students

Grades 9 to 12 students: anagrams for, 551; books for reading aloud, 268–269; citation skills, 589; dictionary and glossary skills, 595; evaluating online resources, 586–587; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Middle and High School for, 461–462; readability score comparisons for, 291, 292; signal and transition words used during, 410–412; social studies vocabulary, 238–239. See also Students

Grading: report card helpers–euphemisms, 463; writing assignment checklists, 417–422. See also Assessment

Grammatical relationship analogies, 521

Graphic organizers (GOs): comprehension through, 316–320; definition of, 44, 316; fifty uses for, 592–593; KWL chart, 45, 508

Graphic organizers types: compare-and-contrast matrix, 318; cycle diagram, 319; fishbone or cause-and-effect diagram, 319; flow chart or chain of events, 317; network diagram, 320; problem-solution diagram, 320; semantic feature analysis matrix, 318; semantic map, 319; spider maps, 317; structured overview, 318; time line of continuum, 317; Venn diagram, 319

Graves, M., 532, 568

Greek language: comparing alphabets of Hebrew, Arabic, and, 571; English sounds not used in, 481

Greek roots: list of, 155–159; vocabulary building and, 140

Group/student project planner, 446–447

Growth portfolio, 44, 503, 505

Guided oral reading, 351–352

Gutierrez, K., 472

Hajaj, N., 603

Hall, J., 258

Handwriting charts: lowercase letters, 37; uppercase letters, 36

Harris, T., 94, 532

Hart, S., 300

Header, 261

Hearing: definition of, 44; phonemes, 20, 23–26. See also Sounds

Hebrew language: comparing alphabets of Greek, Arabic, and, 571; English words borrowed from, 192

Heteronyms (same spelling/different pronunciation): definition of, 110; list of words, 110–118

High-frequency words: definition of, 44; figurative language category of, 94; list ranked in frequency order, 95–101

High-stakes test, 505

High-Utility Academic Words lists: description of, 207; Intermediate Grades 4 to 8, 210–212; Primary Grades 1 to 3, 208–209. See also Academic Word List (AWL)

Hindi-Urdu language, 481

Historical fiction, 340

Hodges, R., 94, 532

Homographs (same spelling words): definition of, 102, 110; list of, 110–118; that are also heteronyms (same spelling/different pronunciation), 110

Homonyms: definition of, 44; homographs and homophones both included as, 102

Homophones (same sounding words): list of easy, 102–103; master list of, 103–109

A Horse, a Flea, and Three Blind Mice (jump rope rhyme), 534

How to Study for a Spelling Bee, 383

Humanistic metaphor, 341

Humor: examples of what kids say, 542–543; poetry for language laughs, 557–558; “rules for good writing” list, 555–556

Hungarian words, 192

Hyperbole, 341

Hypertext links, 590–591

Hyphen punctuation, 375

Hyphenated compound words, 128

Hyphenation rules, 425

I

I Eat My Peas with Honey (jump rope rhyme), 535

I Had a Little Puppy (jump rope rhyme), 536

I Like Coffee (jump rope rhyme), 535

Ice Cream Soda (jump rope rhyme), 536
Ideas: comprehension questions to determine the central, 307; expressive language arts to express, 43; facts making up, 43; fifty postreading response, 288–289; graphic organizers of, 44; main, 341; opinion statements about, 47, 341; oxymorons as words with contradictory, 176; personification of, 342; in a poem stanza, 342; summarizing the main, 49; topic sentence on the main, 342. See also Teaching ideas; Themes
Idiomatic expressions, 135–137
Idioms: common school, 479; common word, 133–134; definition of, 44, 133, 341; frozen metaphor as type of, 341; seven thousand spoken per week by most English speakers, 94
Illustrations: comprehension questions on, 308; illustrator of book, 261
Illustrators, 261
Imagery, 341
Imprint, 261
Inanimate metaphor, 341
Incarnation metaphor, 341
Independent level, 44
Index: book, 261; thumb, 261
Indian words, 191
Inference: comprehension questions on, 308; definition of, 44, 341
Inferred causal relations, 308
Inflectional suffixes, 45, 150
Information: chunking, 510; conclusions made from, 340; context clues and word meaning to provide, 304–305; exposition, 340; expressive language arts to express, 43; predictions based on, 47; predictions based on story facts and, 342; receptive language arts that provide, 48; schema/schemata packet of, 49; study skills checklist on gathering and organizing, 509
Information literacy: description of, 584; developing citation skills, 588–589; dictionary pronunciation symbols, 596–597; dictionary and glossary skills, 594–595; evaluating online resources, 586–587; library classification systems, 260, 261, 598–600; making a document interactive, 590–591; using graphic organizers, 44, 316–320, 508, 592–593. See also Digital resources; Literacy; Resources
Informational text: comparing narrative and, 396; definition of, 45
Informational writing: checklist for elementary level, 422; checklist for primary level, 419; rubrics for elementary level, 529–530; rubrics for primary level, 524
Initializations list: education-related, 468–469; used in writing, 429–430
Innuendo technique, 338
Instructional level, 45
Inter-rater reliability, 505
Interest Inventory: for elementary/intermediate students, 517; for primary students, 516
Interjections, 361
Intermediate/secondary level: anagrams, 550; dictionary and glossary skills, 595; evaluating online resources, 586–587; geography vocabulary, 241–242; High-Utility Academic Words list, 210–212; Interest Inventory—Elementary/Intermediate, 517; math vocabulary, 220–223; social studies vocabulary, 234–237; spelling demons, 381–382
International Civil Aviation Organization, 577
International Literacy Association & Children's Book Council, 285
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA): consonant blends, 8; consonants syllable position, 8; speech sound development, 8; vowels and diphthongs, 8
International Radiotelephony Spelling Alphabet, 577
International Reading Association (IRA), 464, 584
Internet resources. See Digital resources; Websites
Interpersonal activities, 458
Intimate language register, 336
Intrapersonal activities, 458
Introduction (book), 261
Irish words, 192
Irony, 341
Irvine, J., 472
ISNB (International Standard Book Number), 261
Italian language: English sounds not used in, 481; English words borrowed from the, 192
Item analysis, 505
It's always a funny day activity, 354
James, P., 94
Japanese language: English sounds not used in, 481; English words borrowed from the, 192
Jim Trelease on Reading website, 285
John Newbery Medal Winners, 271, 285
Johnny Gave Me Apples (jump rope rhyme), 536
Jonsson, A., 500
Joos, Martin, 335
Journals (reading-related), 465–466
Jump rope rhymes, 534–538
K
K–2 ABC Interactives website, 570
Kenning, 341
Key words memory technique, 510
Kids’ magazines, 281–283
Kids Reads, 285
Kim, J., 500
Kindergarten Alphabet Activities website, 570
Knowledge: letter, 20, 36–37, 47; prior, 308
Kucan, L., 206
KWL charts, 45, 508
L
L1 (first or home) language, 45
L2 (second being learned) language, 45
Ladybug, Ladybug (jump rope rhyme), 535
Language arts glossary, 41–50
Index

Lewis, R., 568

Levels of text, 45

Letters to Big Bird website, 570

Letters: acrostics (using first letters) as memory

Letter Songs, Rhymes, and Chants website, 570

Letter positions: digraph correspondences, 60; letter knowledge: distinguishing between upper-and lowercase letters, 20; handwriting charts to aid with, 36–37; orthography (specific order of letters in words), 47. See also Word recognition

Letter positions: digraph correspondences, 60; marker-dependent letter correspondence, 60; position-dependent letter correspondences, 60; position-independent letter correspondence, 60

Letter Songs, Rhymes, and Chants website, 570

Letters: acrostics (using first letters) as memory technique, 511; anagrams, 550–551; Braille alphabet, 576; Morse Code, 568, 577; phonemes representation by, 47; phonics system of sound-to-, 8, 20, 47; sound determined by position of, 60; tactistoscope used to assess adult recognition of, 559; word shapes created by, 50. See also Alphabets

Letters to Big Bird website, 570

Leu, D., 584

Levels of text, 45

Lewis, R., 568

Lexile measures, 45

Library classification systems: Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system, 260, 598–599; Library of Congress (LOC), 261, 599–600

Library field trips, 287

Library of Congress: classification system of the, 599–600; LC number of, 261

Library story times, 39

List organizational structure, 324

Listening: definition of, 45; as twenty-first century ELA, 43

Listening level, 46

Literacy: child development stages of, 4–7; definition of, 46; exemplar texts for ELA and subject area, 293–297; terms related to, 339–342; websites on reading and, 606–607. See also Content literacy; Information literacy

Literacy coach, 46

Literacy development: zero to six months, 4; six to twelve months, 4; one to two years, 4–5; two to three years, 5; three to four years, 5; four to five years, 5–6; five to six years, 6; six to seven years, 6–7; books without words for, 16–18; emergent literacy component of, 43; predictable books for, 14–15; print concepts, 19; research findings on the foundations of, 2–3; rhyming books for, 11–13; tips for parents of young children on, 38–40

Literacy Information and Communication System (LINCS), 465

Literacy Research Association (LRA), 464

Literature: children's literature websites, 608–609; literary terms related to, 339–342; repetition technique used in, 48. See also Genres

Litote, 341

Loanwords (borrowed from other languages): borrowed calendar words, 193; definition of, 191; list of common, 192–193

Logical/mathematical activities, 458

Logography, 46

Long vowel digraphs: contrasted with short vowel digraphs, 58; sounds and correspondences, 60; sounds and spellings of, 57

Long vowel sounds: the final e rule on, 59; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; phonetic example words on, 61, 64, 65, 67, 75, 77; phonic example words on double, 71, 75; spelling and, 57; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53. See also Vowel sounds

Louisville-Courier Journal, 383

Lowercase letters: handwriting charts on, 37; letter knowledge to distinguish uppercase and, 20

M

Mabel, Mabel (jump rope rhyme), 534

McGill-Frazen, A., 2

McKeown, M., 206, 568

Macron (vowel), 46

Madeleine (Bemelmans), 11

Madrigal, A., 602

Magazines: list of kids’, 281–283; teaching with, 451

Main idea, 341
Manipulatives and realia list, 476
Manuscript handwriting charts: D’Nealian alphabet, 37; Zaner-Bloser alphabet, 36
Marker-dependent letter correspondence, 60
Martin, N., 300
Marzano, R. J., 206
Mass nouns, 124–125
Math vocabulary: Elementary Grades 4 to 5, 217–219; Intermediate Grades 6 to 8, 220–223; Primary Grades 1 to 3, 213–216; Roman numerals compared to Arabic numerals, 230
Mathematical/logical activities, 458
Mazzoni, S., 500
Mean (test score), 505
Meanings: antonyms with opposite, 41, 165–167; context clues and word, 304–305; figurative language, 44; homonyms (same alike/different meanings), 44, 102; idioms, 44; inference of, 44; logos (or reading) of logo or symbol for, 46; onomatopoeia sounds and, 46, 171–172, 341; reading as thinking process to construct, 48; semantics sequence of word, 49; synonyms words with similar, 50, 162–164; words with multiple, 168–170. See also Comprehension
Measurement: confidence interval, 504; correlation coefficient, 504; frequency distribution, 505; mean, 505; median, 505; normal distribution, 505, 507; quantifying an attribute, 505; standard deviation, 506; standard error of measurement (SEM), 506; of test construct, 504; validity of, 506. See also Reliability
Median (test score), 505
Member-group relationship analogies, 520
Memory and recall techniques, 510–511
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, 383
Metaphors: definition of, 131, 341; different types of, 341; list of examples of, 131
Metonymy, 341
Metric and customary equivalents and conversion lists, 228–229
Metric System of Measurement (SI), 226–227
Mexico state capitals, 247
Miller, D., 258
Miller, T., 532
Minimal pairs: consonant sounds differing in, 23–26; description of, 23; vowel sounds differing in, 27–29
Miss Mary Mack (jump rope rhyme), 536–537
Miss Polly Had a Dolly (jump rope rhyme), 537
Mnemonic devices, 511
Modification (for students with disabilities), 505
Money and wealth proverbs, 313
Monroe County (Indiana) Public Library, 285
Mood: definition of, 330, 341; topic sentence that presents the, 342; of a verb, 362–366; words used to create, 331–332
Mood words: negative, 332; positive, 331–332
Moral, 341
Morphemes: prefixes as type of, 145; as vocabulary builder, 140
Morphology, 46, 119, 140
Morse Code, 568, 577
Morse, Samuel, 577
Motif, 341
Motive (character), 341
Move–book comparison assignment, 287
Multimedia: digital resources, 602–612; evaluating online resources, 586–587; informal educational survey on teacher use of, 602
Multiple intelligences: activities for, 457–458; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Elementary, 459–460; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Middle and High School, 461–462
Multiple meaning words, 168–170
Musical activities, 458
My Grandfather's Farm (jump rope rhyme), 537
Myths/mythology: definition of, 46; words and phrases taken from, 198–202

N
Nagy, W. E., 206
Name calling technique, 338
Names: eponyms (created from people's names), 181–184; list of curious place, 548–549; list of fun, 547; most popular first, 544–546
Narrative poetry, 341
Narrative writing: comparing informational text and, 396; context clues and word meaning of, 304–305; definition of, 46; point of view of, 47, 307, 333–334, 342; rubrics for elementary, 525–526; rubrics for primary, 522. See also Text: Writing
Narrative writing checklists: elementary level, 420; primary level, 417
Narrators: definition of, 46, 341; perspective of, 333; point of view of the, 47, 333; position of, 333
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 258, 344, 465
National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE), 465
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), 464
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 394, 465
National Child Care Center, 285
National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition (NCELA), 465, 480
National Council for the Social Studies & Children's Book Council, 285
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), 464
National Early Reading Panel (NELP), 2, 568
National Education Association policy brief (2008), 472
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 285
National Reading Panel (NRP), 2, 206, 258, 300, 344, 532
National Reading Technical Assistance Center, 258
National Science Teachers Association & Children's
Book Council, 285
National Spelling Bee, 383
Native American culture: early symbol language of the,
568, 573; English words borrowed from, 193
NATO Phonetic Alphabet, 577
Negative correlation, 505
Negative tone words, 331
Neologisms (or new words), 186–190
Network diagram, 320
Neutral tone words, 330–331
New book sales pitch assignment, 287
New York Public Library, 285
Newbery Medal and Honor Books, 285
Newbery Medal Winners, 271, 285
News announcer activity, 353
Newspapers-related teaching tips, 451
Nitko, A., 500
Nonbiased language guidelines: for age and disability,
427–428; for gender, 426–427; for racial and ethnic
slang, 427
Nonfiction writing, 46, 341
Nonreversible word pairs, 129
Norm-referenced tests, 505
Normal distribution, 505, 507
Norming population, 505
Noun suffixes: derivational, 151–153; inflectional, 150
Noun-verb agreement, 362
Nouns: collective, 122–123; description and types of,
361; mass or uncountable, 124–125
Novels: definition of, 341; websites for children’s
literature, 608–609. See also Books
Numbers: analogies on relationships between, 520;
comparing Roman numerals and Arabic, 230;
Grades 1–3 writing chart for, 37; O’Nealian, 37
Numerical relationship analogies, 520

O
Object-use analogies, 520
Object-user analogies, 521
Objective test-taking strategies, 512
Ode, 341
-Ology word family, 160
100 Picture Books Everyone Should Know: 100Favorite
Children’s Books, 285
Online Computer Library Center, 286
Onomatopoeias: definition of, 46, 341; list of, 171–172
Onset substitution, 20
Open compound words, 128
Open syllables rule: definition of the, 46; phonics
example words on, 61, 64, 67, 69, 75
Opinion writing: checklist for elementary level argument
or, 421; checklist for primary level, 418; rubrics for
elementary level of argument or, 527–528; rubrics
for primary level, 523
Opinions, 47, 341
Oral language: examples of the use of prodic features of,
347; prosody (intonation changes) of, 44, 347
Oral reading: activities for, 353–354; examples of the use
of prodic features of oral language and, 347; fluency
rubric for, 356; guided, 351–352; new and old
favorite books for, 265–269; optimal oral reading
rates for, 355; running record assessment of, 48;
shared, 49; two studies on fourth graders, 344. See
also Read-alouds; Reading fluency
Order of importance structure, 323
Organizational structures: advantage and disadvantage,
323; cause and effect, 323; chronological order, 322;
compare and contrast, 322–323; comprehension
facilitated through paragraph and text, 322, 324;
description as form of, 322; graphic organizers
(GOs) used for, 44, 316–320; list, 324; order of
importance, 323; problem and solution, 323;
sequential order, 322; spatial organization, 324. See
also specific structure
Orthography, 47, 378
“Our Strange Lingo” (Lord Cromer),
557
Overpowering technique, 338
Oxymorons, 176, 341

P
Palindromes: emordnilap words that are, 553; word,
sentence, and phrases, 552
Palmer, B., 94, 500, 532
Paragraph and text organization, 322–324
Pangram sentence, 47
Parentheses punctuation, 374
Parents: language arts glossary for, 41–50; tips on
reading and language development for young
children, 38–40
Paronomasia (pun), 274
Part-whole relationship analogies, 520
Parts of speech: adjectives, 361; article, 361; basic
sentence patterns of, 370; conjunction, 361;
interjection, 361; nouns, 122–125, 361; overview of
the, 361; preposition, 361; pronouns, 361; variations
of basic sentence patterns of, 370; verbs, 361–369,
415–416. See also Speech; Writing
Percentile rank, 505
Perfetti, C., 568
Performance assessment, 505
Period punctuation, 373
Person-action analogies, 521
Personification, 342
Persuasive techniques, 338
-Philia word family, 161
-Phobia word family, 161
Phonemes (speech sounds): definition of, 47; dictionary
pronunciation symbols on, 596–597; digraph
symbol of, 43; diphthong symbol of, 8, 43; minimal
pairs that differ by only one, 23–26; phonemic
blending of, 20; phonics example words list of,
61–77; segmentation of, 20; substitution of, 47. See
also Consonant sounds; Language development;
Sounds; Speech sound development
Phonemic awareness: consonants, 20; definition of, 47;
vowels, 20
Phonemic substitution, 47
Phonically irregular words, 88
Publisher, 261
Publisher's Weekly, 286
Punctuation: fluency and, 349–350; guidelines for, 373–375; practicing, 350
Puntiglio (word play), 274
The Pura Belpré Award Winners, 273
Purcell, K., 584

Q
Quantitative test-taking strategies, 513
Question-answer format: Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? (Martin), 14; description of the, 14
Question marks, 373
Questions: before and after (BDA), 40, 41; content neutral prompt for thinking about, 42
Quotation marks, 373

R
Racial and ethnic slang, 427
Radio program activity, 353
Radio Voice Alphabet, 568, 577
Randolph Caldecott Medal Winners, 270, 284
Rapid reading practice, 351–352
Rapid word wall activity, 354
Rate of reading speed, 44, 346
Rating scale rubric, 505
Raw scores, 506
Read Aloud America, Inc., 286
Read-alouds: activities for tutors and volunteers, 453; for guided oral reading, 351; new and old favorite books for, 265–269; student assignments on, 287. See also Oral reading
Readability level: definition of, 47; the Fry Readability Graph to determine, 290; readability score comparisons by grade-level, 291–292
Readers: award-winning children's books, 270–273, 284; book interest arousers for, 287; booklist collections resources for, 284–286; books for reluctant, 278–280; books for word play, 274–275; children's all-time favorite books, 276–277, 285; exemplar texts for ELA and subject area literacy for, 293–297; fifty postreading response ideas for engaging, 288–289; kids' magazines for writers and, 281–283; new and old favorites to read aloud, 265–269; read-alouds, 265–269, 287; readability level of, 47, 290–292. See also Students
Readers' theater, 351
Reading: at-home, 352; constructing meaning through process of thinking and, 48; Drop Everything and Read (DEAR) program to encourage, 344; logography (or reading) of symbols, 46; math symbols, 231–232; running record assessment of oral, 48; shared, 49; Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) program to encourage, 344; as twenty-first century ELA, 43; websites on literacy and, 606–607
Reading billboard (classroom), 287
Reading block schedule, 452
Reading development: books without words for, 16–18; Chall's description of the stages of, 206; predictable books for, 14–15; print concepts, 19; research findings on the foundations of, 2–3; rhyming books for, 11–13; sound-awareness books for, 9–10; speech sound development, 8; tips for parents of young children on, 38–40
Reading fluency: CCSSO expectations for, 344; description of, 344; high-frequency word knowledge contribution to, 95; optimal oral reading rates for, 355; oral reading fluency rubric, 356; punctuation and, 349–350; running record assessment of, 48; sentence tunes, 348; teaching methods for, 351–352; three elements of, 44, 346–347. See also Oral reading
Reading instruction: fluency teaching methods for, 351–352; language experience approach (LEA), 45; oral reading activities for, 353–354; research findings on importance role of assessment in, 500
Reading logs, 502
Reading materials: cloze procedure technique for completion of sentences in, 518–519; first three hundred ranked high-frequency words as making up 65 percent of all written, 95; frustration level of, 44; lexile measures to match student to, 45; publishers of tests and, 467; student readability levels for, 47, 290–292
Reading-related organizations and journals, 464–466
Reading skills: lexile measures of, 45; rhyming linked to other emergent, 21–22; tips for parents of young children, 38–40; word segmentation as key, 20, 30–32
Reading specialists, 48
Reading teacher tips, 433
Realia and manipulatives list, 476
Recall and memory techniques, 510–511
Receptive language arts, 8
Red herring technique, 338
References: book citations or, 261; citation skills for using, 588–589
Relationships: analogies of grammatical, 521; analogies of member-group, 520; analogies of part-whole, 520; direct and inferred causal, 308, 323; proverbs on, 310
Reliability: coefficient, 506; definition of, 506; inter-rater, 505. See also Measurement
Repair strategies, 48
Repeating pattern stories: description of, 14; The Little Red Hen (Galdone) example of, 14
Repetition, 48
Report card helpers–euphemisms, 463. See also Writing assignment grading
Research studies: on child's vocabulary development, 258; on development of reading and literacy foundations, 2–3; on fourth graders' oral reading (1995, 2002), 344; on how teaching morphemes can increase vocabulary, 140; on importance role of assessment in reading instruction, 500; on learning value of word play, 532; on most effective practices for teaching language, 358; on phonics instruction, 52; on phonics used for decoding text, 52; surprising reading research using tactistoscope, 559
Resolution (denouement), 340, 342
Resource room, 48
Resources: Alphabet websites, 570; digital, 602–612; evaluating online, 586–587. See also Book list resources; Information literacy
Retelling assessment, 502
Retelling story, 48
Rhyme scheme stories: description of, 14, 342; *Is Your Mama a Llama?* (Guarino) example of, 14
Rhymes/rhyming: books, 11–13; definition of, 48, 342; jump rope rhymes, 534–538; Letter Songs, Rhymes, and Chants website on, 570; list of words, 21–22; phonics awareness and, 20; phonics instruction building on early experience with, 52; rhyme scheme stories, 14; used as memory technique, 511; words without existing rhymes, 89. See also Word play
Rhyming books: description of, 11; for reading and literary development, 11–13
Rhythm, 48, 342
Ricker, B., 395
Rimes. See Phonograms (or rimes)
Rising action, 342
Roman numerals, 230
Roman roots: list of, 155–159; vocabulary building and, 140
“Rools for good writing” list, 555–556
Rooms for Rent (jump rope rhyme), 538
Root words: definition of, 48; Greek and Latin, 140, 155–159; morphology study of combining affixes and, 46, 119, 140
Rubrics: definition of, 502; informative or explanatory writing–elementary, 529–530; informative or explanatory writing–primary, 524; narrative writing–elementary, 525–526; narrative writing–primary, 522; opinion writing–primary, 532; opinion/argument writing–elementary, 527–528; rating scale, 505
Running record assessment, 48, 502
Russian words, 193
Ryan, C., 480
S
Saddler, B., 358
A Sailor Went to Sea (jump rope rhyme), 534
Samuels, S. J., 258
Sanskrit words, 193
Sasak, A., 394
Scaffolding, 49
Schema/schemata, 49
School Library Journal, 286
School, School (jump rope rhyme), 537
School vocabulary: assignment directions, 477; common school idioms, 479; general class and school words, 477–478
Science fiction, 342
Science vocabulary: Elementary Grades 4 to 6, 252–255; Primary Grades 1 to 3, 249–251
Scott, J., 532
Scripps National Spelling Bee, 383
Seasonal chorale activity, 353
Second-person point of view, 47, 334
Secondary level. See Intermediate/secondary level
Segmentation (or syllabication): definition of, 49, 90; phonemes, 20; syllables, 20; word, 20, 30–32. See also Syllables
Semantic feature analysis matrix, 318
Semantic map, 319
Semantics sequence, 49
Semicolon punctuation, 374
Sense metaphor, 341
Sense words, 407–409
Sentence tunes, 348, 352
Sentences: cloze procedure technique for completion of, 518–519; palindromes, 552; pangram, 47; topic, 342
Sequence: analogies of, 520; comprehension questions about, 308; order of, 322; plot or story line of events, 341
Sequential order, 322
Sequential stories: *Chicken Soup with Rice* (Sendak) example of, 14; description of, 14
Sesquipedalian words: definition of, 177; list of superstart, 177–180
Setting (story), 342
Seuss, Dr., 11
Shakespeare words and phrases, 203–204
Shared reading, 49
Sharp, E., 602
Short vowel digraphs, 58
Short vowel sounds: definition of, 49; the final e rule on, 59, 61, 67, 69; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; phonics example words on, 61, 64, 65, 67, 69, 75; phonics example words on double, 71, 75; spelling and, 57; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53. See also Vowel sounds
Sight: visual acuity, 50; visual discrimination, 50
Sight word practice, 352
Signal words (or transition words), 49, 50, 410–414
Silent reading activities, 453
Similes: definition of, 49, 130, 342; using *As*, 130; using *Like*, 130
Simms, J., 206
Sing-a-song activity, 353
Sing a song memory technique, 511
Single quotation marks, 373
Slash punctuation, 375
Smithsonian Magazine, 286
Snob appeal technique, 338
Snow**, 206
Social studies vocabulary: Intermediate Grades 4 to 8, 234–237; Primary Grades 1 to 3, 233; Secondary Grades 9 to 12, 238–239
Soliloquy, 342
Solution (story turning point): definition of, 342; falling action resulting from climate or, 340
Sound-awareness books: on consonant sounds, 9; on vowel sounds, 10
Sound-letter patterns: example words for teaching, 61–77; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) showing, 8; phonics awareness, 20; sound-awareness books to learn, 9–10
Sounds: determined by better position, 60; English sounds not used in other languages, 481; forty-five sounds in American English, 52; minimal pairs that differ by only one, 23–26; morpheme unit of meaningful, 46; onomatopoeia words that resemble the sound to which they refer, 46, 171–172, 341;
phonics instruction building on early discrimination of, 52; phonics systems of letters-to-, 8, 20, 47; phonological awareness of words formed by, 47; problem English sounds for ELLs, 482; rhythm pattern of, 48; using alliteration (repeated initial sounds) as memory technique, 511; variations for segmenting words into, 30; virgule used to write, 50. See also Consonant sounds; Hearing; Phonemes (speech sounds); Vowel sounds

Spanish language: alphabet and phonics of the, 483–485; English sounds not used in, 481; English words borrowed from the, 193; three hundred most frequently used words in the, 493–496; useful Spanish words and phrases for teachers, 486–492. See also English language learners (ELLs)

Spatial organization, 324

Speaker (poem), 342

Specialized dictionaries websites, 611

Speech: contractions, 372; figure of, 340; the five language registers of, 335–337; syntax rules for using parts of, 50. See also Languages; Parts of speech

Speech sound development: International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), 8; phonics awareness, 20; sound-awareness books for, 9–10. See also Phonemes (speech sounds)

Spelling: of common abbreviations, 389–392; consonant sounds and, 55–56; dictionary pronunciation symbols for, 596–597; homographs (same spelling words), 102; orthography study of, 378; phonic example words on, 62, 65, 67, 68, 70–72, 75–77; pronunciation and, 388; rules for adding suffixes, 384–385; rules for forming plurals, 386–387; Spanish alphabet, phonics, and, 483–485; suggested phonics teaching order on silent letters, vowel, and other, 54; vowel sounds and, 57; word segmentation as key to, 20, 30–32. See also Writing

Spelling demons: elementary, 380; intermediate, 381–382; National Spelling Bee, 383

Spelling patterns: orthography on, 47; phonogram (or runes), 47; word family, 50

Spider maps, 317

Spine (book), 261

Stage directions, 342

Stage directions activity, 354

Standard deviation, 506

Standard error of measurement (SEM), 506

Standardized tests, 506

Stanine scores, 506

Stanovich, K. E., 258

Stanza (poem), 342

Statements: comparison, 42; contrast, 42; prediction, 47

Stories: circular, 14; climax or solution of, 340, 342; conflict and rising action in, 340, 342; cumulative, 14; denouncement (or resolution) of, 340, 342; drama, 340; fable, 43; fairy tales, 44, 340; familiar sequence used to structure, 14; fantasy, 340; flashback in, 340; folktale (legend), 4, 45, 340; generalizing from one story to another, 308; moral of, 341; myths, 46; narratives used to tell a, 46; narrator's position in the, 333; point of view of, 47, 307, 333–334, 342; question-answer format, 14; repeating pattern, 14; retelling a, 48; rhyme schemes, 14, 342; science fiction, 342; setting, 342; story starters for, 397–398; suspense in a, 342; tall tale, 50; themes of, 307, 341, 342; told by narrator, 46; tragedies, 342. See also Plays

Story starters, 397–398

Story times activities, 39

Storytelling activity, 353

Stroke punctuation, 375

Structured overview, 318

Student/group project planner, 446–447

Students: activities for tutors and volunteers to encourage, 454; book interest arousers for, 287; fifty postreading response ideas for engaging, 288–289; identified as digital natives, 584; independent level of, 44; instructional level of, 45; Interest Inventory–Elementary/Intermediate, 517; Interest Inventory–Primary, 516; L1 (first or home language) of, 45; L2 (second language being learned) of, 45; listening level of, 46; one hundred ways to praise, 455–456; readability level of, 47, 290–292; reading and language tips for parents of, 38–40; research findings on vocabulary development of, 258. See also Child development; English language learners (ELLs); Readers; specific grades

Students with disabilities: accommodations for, 504; American Sign Language (ASL) used by deaf, 568, 575; how learning about other alphabets can create an inclusive environment for, 568; modification for, 505

Study buddy, 511

Study skills checklist, 508–509

Study techniques: active study, 510; repetition used as, 510; space your study sessions, 510; study buddy, 511; study skills checklist, 508–509; time-planning charts, 511. See also Learning

Stump speech activity, 354

Suffixes: added to root words, 48; adjective, 150, 153–154; adverb, 154; affixes that are, 41; definition of, 49; derivational, 43, 151–153; high-frequency instant words and common, 95–97; inflectional, 45, 150; noun, 150–153; spelling rules for adding, 384–385; syllabication rules for, 90; twenty most common, 149; verb, 150, 154. See also Affixes; Prefixes; Word parts

Summarizing: comprehension through, 308; definition, 49

Summative assessment, 506

Supplemental programs (SPs), 452

Suspense, 342

Sustained Silent Reading (SSR), 344

Svingby, G., 500

Syllabication rules, 90–91

Syllable pattern, 49

Syllables: blending, 20; closed syllables rules, 42, 61, 64, 67, 69, 75; definition of, 49; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on consonant position in, 8; open syllable rule, 46, 61, 64, 67, 69, 75; segmentation of, 20. See also Segmentation (or syllabication); Words

Symbolism concept, 342
Symbols: ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, 572; decoding words and, 42; dictionary pronunciation, 596–597; early symbol language of the Native American culture, 568, 573; how figurative language helps us to express symbolic thought and language, 94; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on relationship between sounds and, 8; literary use of, 342; logography reading of logo or, 46; phonics awareness of sound, 20; reading math, 231–232; sound-awareness books to learn relationship between sounds and, 9–10; traffic signs, 578–581.  
See also Alphabets

Synonyms: analogies and examples of, 520; definition of, 50, 162; list of common, 162–164

Syntax: definition of, 50; relationship between comprehension and, 306

T

Table of contents, 261

Tactostoscope, 559

Tall tale, 50

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages International (TESOL), 465

Teaching ideas: activities for multiple intelligences, 457–458; activities for tutors and volunteers, 453–454; education abbreviations, acronym, and initializations, 468–469; games and teaching activities, 434–437; language development through drama, 438–439; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Elementary, 459–460; Multiple Intelligences Questionnaire–Middle and High School, 461–462; One Hundred Ways to Praise, 455–456; publishers of reading materials and tests, 467; reading-related organizations and journals, 464–466; report card helpers–euphemisms, 463; sample reading block schedule, 452; student/group project planner, 446–447; teaching with magazines and newspapers, 451; teamwork rules, 450; tips for reading teachers, 433; word wall lists, 440–445; working in teams, 448–449.  See also English language learners (ELLs) teaching ideas; Ideas

Teams: collaborative projects working in, 448–449; teamwork rules for, 450

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear (jump rope rhyme), 538

Tell a friend assignments, 287

Test bias, 504

Test items: analysis of, 505; distractors in multiple choice, 504; extended response, 505

Test publishers, 467

Test scores: bias that can impact, 504; for cloze procedure technique, 518–519; confidence interval of, 504; derived, 504; frequency distribution of, 505; grade-based, 505; grade equivalent, 505; inter-rater reliability of, 505; mean, 505; median, 505; negative correlation of, 505; normal distribution of, 505, 507; percentile rank of, 505; positive correlation of, 505; raw, 506; standard deviation of, 506; stanine, 506; true, 506

Test-taking: memory and recall techniques to help with, 510–511; strategies for, 512–513

Test-taking strategies: for essay tests, 512–513; general, 512; for objective tests, 512; for quantitative tests, 513

Test words, 514–515

Testimonial technique, 338

Tests: achievement, 504; administration to norming population, 505; aptitude, 504; cloze procedure technique, 518–519; construct of, 504; definition of, 506; distractors in multiple choice, 504; high-stakes, 505; norm-referenced, 505; reliability of, 505, 506; standardized, 506; study skills checklist on preparing for and taking, 509; validity of, 506; words commonly used in, 514–515.  See also Assessment

Text: book, 261–264; controlled vocabulary, 42; decodable, 42; expository, 304–305, 399–401; informational, 45, 396; levels of, 45; lexile measures of, 45; organization of paragraph and, 322–324; paraphrasing, 47; readability level of, 47, 290–292; signal (or transition) words to organize or emphasize, 49, 50; study skills checklist on learning from, 509; summarizing, 49, 308.  See also Narrative writing; Writing

Textbooks: study skills checklist on learning from, 509; study skills checklist on using your, 508

“That Dear Ph” (author unknown), 557

Themes: comprehension questions to determine the central, 307; definition of, 342; motif contribution to a, 341; topic sentence that presents the, 342; tragedy that deals with serious, 342.  See also Ideas

Thesauri websites, 611

Thinking: before and after (BDA) activity for, 40, 42; constructing meaning through process of reading and, 48; content neutral prompt to guide, 42; directed reading thinking activity (DRTA) on, 43; opinion and, 47

Third-person point of view, 47, 334

Thumb index, 261

Timbrell, N., 584

Time line of continuum, 317

Time-planning charts, 511

Title (book), 261

Title page (book), 261

Tone: definition of, 330, 342; irony using, 341; words used to convey, 330–331

Tone words: negative, 331; neutral, 330–331; positive, 330

Tongue twisters, 539–541

Toponyms (words from place names), 181, 184–185

Tour guide activity, 353

Transfer persuasive technique, 338

Transition words, 512; test words, 514–515

Tragedy, 342

Traffic sign symbols, 578–581

True score, 506

Turkish words, 193

Tutors-related activities, 453–454
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Uncountable nouns, 124–125
Understatements, 342
University of Pennsylvania, 559
Uppercase letters: handwriting charts on, 36; letter knowledge to distinguish lowercase and, 20
US Customary Measurement System, 224–225
US Department of Education Regional Educational laboratories (RELs), 465
US state capitals, 245–246
Validity of tests, 506
Venn diagram, 319
Verb-noun agreement, 362
Verb suffixes: derivational, 154; inflectional, 150
Verb tenses: active voice and imperative mood, 365; active voice and indicative mood, 364–365; irregular verb patterns of present, past, and past participle, 367–369; passive voice and imperative mood, 366; passive voice and indicative mood, 366
Verbal/linguistic activities, 457
Visual/spatial activities, 457
Visual discrimination, 50
Visual discrimination, 50
Visual discrimination, 50
Visual/linguistic activities, 457
Vowels: definition of, 50; double, 58; the final vowel sounds; Sounds spelling and, 57; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 62, 65, 67, 75, 77; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53–54; syllable, 49. See also Long vowel sounds; Phonograms (or rimes); Short vowel sounds; Sounds
Vowel teams, 50
Vowels: definition of, 50; double, 58; the final e rule on, 59; phonics example words on spellings, 62, 65, 67, 75, 77; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53–54; syllabication rules for, 90–91; teams made up of two or more, 50
Vocabulary development: activities for tutors and volunteers to help with, 453; geography vocabulary lists, 240–248; High-Utility Academic Word lists, 207–212; math vocabulary lists, 213–223; reading math symbols, 231–232; research findings on child's, 258; science vocabulary lists, 249–255; social studies vocabulary lists, 233–239; US Customary Measurement System, 224–225; using language registers with ELLs for, 336–337
Vocabulary for the Common Core (VCC), 206
Voice: imperative verb mood and active, 365; imperative verb mood and passive, 366; indicative verb mood and active, 364–365; indicative verb mood and passive, 366; of a verb, 363
Voiced consonants, 50
Voiceless consonants, 50
Vowel-related activities, 453–454
Vowel digraphs: long vowels contrasted with short vowels, 58; sounds and spellings of long, 57
Vowel diphthongs: International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on, 8; spellings and, 57. See also Diphthongs
Vowel marks: breve, 42; macron, 46
Vowel sounds: assonance (repeated sounds), 339; diphthong, 8, 43; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on diphthongs and, 8; minimal pairs that differ in, 27–29; phonemic awareness of, 20; phonogram pattern of final consonant sound following, 47; sound-awareness books on, 10; spelling and, 57; suggested teaching order of phonics for, 53–54; syllable, 49. See also Long vowel sounds; Phonograms (or rimes); Short vowel sounds; Sounds
Wacky wordies–visual word puzzles, 560–565
Wang, X., 394
Watts-Taffee, S., 532
Wealth and money proverbs, 313
Websites: almanacs, encyclopedias, and other references, 612; alphabet, 570; booklist collections, 284–286; children's literature, 608–609; dictionaries and thesauri, 611; on reading and literacy, 606–607; specialized dictionaries, 611; virtual reference library, 611–612; for word lovers, 610
What Works Clearinghouse of the Institute of Education Sciences (IES), 465
When Is Your Birthday? (jump rope rhyme), 534
"Why English Is So Hard" (author unknown), 558
Wolfe, M., 500
Word choice questions, 307
Word families: definition of, 50; -ology, 160; -phobia and -philia, 161. See also Words
Word lovers' websites, 610
Word meaning. See Meanings
Word-of-mouth assignments, 287
Word palindrome, 552
Word parts: affixes, 41, 46, 119, 140; morphology study of, 46, 119, 140; prefixes, 41, 47, 90, 143–148, 514. See also Suffixes
Word play: anagrams, 550–551; Children’s Humor: What Kids Say, 542–541; curious place names, 548–549; fun names, 547; jump rope rhymes, 534–538; as language’s “special effects”, 532; learning value of, 532; palindrome, 552–553; poetry for language laughs, 557–558; popular first names, 544–546; proverbs in disguise, 554; “roots for good writing”, 555–556; surprising reading research using tactistoscope, 559; tongue twisters, 539–541; wacky wordies–visual word puzzles, 560–565; word play books, 274–275. See also Rhymes/rhyming
Word play books, 274–275
Word proverbs, 312
Word puzzles, 560–565
Word recognition: accurate, 44, 346; of high-frequency words and reading fluency, 95; research findings using tactistoscope to assess adult, 559; running record assessment of, 48. See also Letter knowledge
Word segmentation: as key skill in beginning reading, spelling, and writing, 30; phonics as foundation of, 52; phonics awareness and, 20; practice words for, 31–32; syllabication rules for, 90–91; tips for practice exercises on, 30; variations for segmenting words into sounds, 30
Word shapes, 50
Word wall, 50
Word wall lists, 440–445
Word wizards activity, 353
Wordless picture books: description of, 16; for reading and literacy development, 16–18
Words: clipped, 175; collective nouns, 122–123; collocations, 132; color, 406; commonly used in tests, 514–515; comparison of American and British English, 196–197; compound, 42, 126–128; connotative, 43, 340; connotative, 340; decoding symbols and, 42; denotative, 43, 340; descriptive, 402–405; diction choice of, 340; easily confused, 119–121; emordnilap, 553; eponyms and toponyms, 402–405; diction choice of, 340; easily confused, 514; figure of speech, 340; heteronyms (same spelling/different pronunciation), 110–118; high-frequency, 44, 94–101; homographs (same spelling words), 102, 110–118; homonyms (same alike/different meanings), 44, 102; loanwords borrowed from other languages, 191–193; mass or uncountable nouns, 124–125; metonymy use of related word in place of actual, 341; minimal pairs, 23–26; morphology study of, 46, 119, 140; from mythology, 198–202; neologisms or new words taking up new meanings, 186–190; nonreversible word pairs, 129; onomatopoeias, 46, 171–172, 341; orthography (specific order of letters in words), 47; oxymorons, 176, 341; palindrome, 552; paraphrasing in our own, 47; phonological awareness of sounds that form, 47; portmanteau (or blended words), 173–174; root, 46, 48, 119, 140, 155–159; rhyming, 21–22; semantics sequence for meaning, 49; sense, 407–409; sesquipedalian, 177–180; from Shakespeare, 203–204; signal and transition, 49, 50, 410–414; synonyms, 50, 162–164; syntax of, 50, 306; tone and mood, 330–332. See also Syllables; Word families
Writers: kids’ magazines for readers and, 281–283; magazines that publish young, 282–283
Writing: acronyms and initializations, 429–430; basic and variations of sentence patterns used in, 370; capitalization guidelines, 371; checklist for opinion writing for primary level, 418; contractions, 372; descriptive, 402–409; as expressive language art, 43; first three hundred ranked high-frequency words as making up 65 percent of all, 95; he said/she said dialogue using vocal verbs and adverbs for, 415–416; hyphenation rules for, 425; language registers used in, 335–337; nonbiased language guidelines for, 426–428; persuasive techniques used for, 338; point of view in, 47, 307, 333–334; punctuation, 349–350, 373–375; “rules for good writing” list, 555–556; story starters, 397–398; as twenty-first century ELA, 43; virgule for writing sounds, 50; word segmentation as key skill in, 20, 30–32. See also Genres; Narrative writing; Parts of speech; Spelling; Text
Writing assignment checklists: informative or explanatory writing–elementary level, 422; informative or explanatory writing–primary level, 419; narrative writing–elementary level, 420; narrative writing–primary level, 417; opinion writing–primary level, 418; opinion/argument writing–elementary, 421
Writing assignment grading: proofreading marks for, 424; teacher’s corrective feedback code for, 423. See also Report card helpers–euphemisms
Writing assignments: proverbs used as prompts for, 310–315; study skills checklist on preparing, 509; teacher’s corrective feedback code for, 423; teaching students to use point of view in their, 47, 307, 333–334; word wall tool used to support, 50
Writing prompts: content neutral, 42; for expository writing, 399–401; proverbs used as, 310–315
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Yancy, K., 394
Yiddish words, 193
Z
Zaner-Bloser cursive alphabet, 36
Zaner-Bloser manuscript alphabet, 36
Zawilinski, L., 584
Zechmeister, E., 238